
CS 1653: Applied Cryptography and Network Security
Fall 2017

Homework 1

Assigned: Tuesday, September 26 Due: Friday, October 6, 11:59 PM

1 Background

In lecture, we have been learning about the basics of secret key and public key cryptosys-
tems. In order to successfully complete later phases of the term project, you will need to
not only understand how these tools work, but also how to use them when developing Java
applications. In this short homework assignment, you will be responsible for studying the
BouncyCastle Cryptography API, and learning to use the tools that it provides to encrypt
and decrypt data within your Java programs.

To begin, visit https://www.bouncycastle.org/java.html and download the version of Boun-
cyCastle best suited to your particular Java installation. This web site also contains a
plethora of documentation regarding how to use these APIs, which provide a good starting
point for your study.

2 What do I need to do?

After studying the BouncyCastle documentation, you are responsible for writing a Java
program that makes use of the AES, Blowfish, and RSA cryptosystems to encrypt and
decrypt text. In particular, you are to write a single Java class that does the following:

• Input a line of text from the console

• AES tests

– Generate a 128-bit AES key

– Encrypt the string that was read from the console using AES

– Decrypt the resulting AES ciphertext and print out the plaintext

• Blowfish tests

– Generate a 128-bit Blowfish key

– Encrypt the string that was read from the console using Blowfish

– Decrypt the resulting Blowfish ciphertext and print out the plaintext

• RSA tests
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– Generate an RSA public/private key pair

– Encrypt the string that was read from the console using RSA

– Decrypt the resulting RSA ciphertext and print out the plaintext

– Generate an RSA signature over the string that was read from console

– Verify the resulting RSA signature and print out whether the verification suc-
ceeded

• Extra Credit (Up to 5 points)

– Generate an array of 100 different random strings

– Time how long it takes to encrypt all 100 strings using AES

– Time how long it takes to encrypt all 100 strings using Blowfish

– Time how long it takes to encrypt all 100 strings using RSA

– Output how many times faster AES encryption is than RSA encryption

– Output how many times faster Blowfish encryption is than RSA encryption

– Output how many times faster Blowfish encryption is than AES encryption

Do not use BouncyCastle’s lightweight crypto API (i.e., org.bouncycastle.crypto.*);
you should instead use BouncyCastle as a provider for Java’s cryptography extension (the
JCE). If you wish to install BouncyCastle on your own machine, installation instructions
can be found in the Documentation section of their Java site.

3 Important Notes

You can also compile Java programs that use BouncyCastle on either CSSD’s unixs server
(unixs.cis.pitt.edu) or the machines in 6110 Sennott Square. To get full credit for this
assignment, ensure that your submission will compile and run on the machines in 6110.

To compile and run Java programs that use BouncyCastle as their crypto provider on
either unixs or any of the 6110 machines, you will have to include the BouncyCastle jar file
in your class path. I am hosting this jar on my AFS space at:

/afs/cs.pitt.edu/usr0/adamlee/public/cs1653/bcprov-jdk15on-158.jar

As an example, to compile and run a program called “Test.java” on either unixs or any
of the 6110 machines, you could use the following commands:

javac -cp .:/afs/cs.pitt.edu/usr0/adamlee/public/cs1653/bcprov-jdk15on-158.jar Test.java

java -cp .:/afs/cs.pitt.edu/usr0/adamlee/public/cs1653/bcprov-jdk15on-158.jar Test

As a final note, if you install BouncyCastle on your own machine, it will by default be lim-
ited to use a maximum AES/Blowfish keysize of 128 bits. If you would like to use larger keys
(up to 256 bits for AES or 448 bits for Blowfish), you can remove the JCE’s cryptography
limitations by installing the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) Unlimited Strength Ju-
risdiction Policy Files, available at http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/

jce-7-download-432124.html. CSSD’s unixs server is also limited in this way, but you cannot
remove this limitation on unixs. The 6110 machines are all unrestricted.
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4 What do I turn in?

This homework is to be completed individually. Create a private repository on GitHub,
named using your Pitt username, in the following format: cs1653-javacrypto-abc1. Share this
repository with the TA (potato84). Commit to this repository a Java source file, as well as a
Markdown file named instructions.md that explains how to compile and run your program.

Be sure that your repository includes the required files and is shared with the instructor
before 11:59 PM on Friday, October 6. Email a commit hash to the TA (veronica@cs.pitt.edu)
prior to the deadline.
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